®

Polo Music Tech
Musical Creation For Multimedia
License A
This agreement is entered into by the abov e captioned company, the sole manager and
owner of the entire library of Polo Music Tech, a division of Polomusic®,
Polomusic di Max Polo, based in Via Vico 2, 33020 Forni di Sotto Udine Italy.
VAT Registration IT07489891007, the transferor.

The transferor hereby grants this license to the transferee, as follows:
Name __________________________________________________________________________________
Street address _________________________________________________________________
Town/City _____________________________________________________________Country________________________.
Who shall become the exclusive owner of this License A.
To hold, from the date specified hereinbelow, the rights as follows, for an indefinite term.
Your rights
Polo Music Tech hereby grants the final user, having duly purchased and been licensed
with respect to the following work:
Name __________________________________________ Library reference number_____________________.
To be used solely for the following purpose ____________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________.

The rights as follows, with respect to the legitimate use thereof.
Nothing is due in royalties and master synchronisation o rights, to the above mentioned
company, because you become the owner of the work on the purchase thereof.
The legitimate owners of a musical work are entitled to reproduce the work to an
audience, in any environment and using any means.
All the rights granted to: transmit (musical compositions) through the most wides pread
multimedia systems, such as telephones, websites, podcasts, widget streaming. All digital
sound media. In public performances and through public broadcasting (radio and TV), at
conferences, conventions and events, through loudspeaker systems, and in all public places.
The broadcasting/transmission of the latter, in the above mentioned ways, shall be
allowed subject to your and unique prior authorisation within your group, the company to
which you belong, and or authorising yourselves; groups, agencies or marketing
companies, broadcasters all the mass broadcasting systems, for the sole transmission
end and purpose of the company, undertaken by you through its use.
If any use is made by other companies, without your prior authorisation, we reserve the
right to conduct suitable inspections, with respect thereto
Inviting you to report any such violations and or infringements.
[1] specificy the initial dest ination, e.g. backgrou nd music for a video posted on the corporate
feature/contribution, etc..
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website, transmission of a ra dio/TV

Your rights
You are in no way authorised to transfer the library of the producer, Polo Music Tech
to third parties.
Unless you are an advertising company, music agency or multimedia services provider
and always subject to prior agreement with the undersigned company, you shall not be
authorised:
to sell or serially reproduce the sound material, for reasons other than the reasons set out
and specified in the agreement entered into by the parties.
You are therefore invited to make sure that the material transferred to you is not then
made available to third parties.
Our rights
Polo Music Tech is the owner of and solely liable for our music library.
We are entitled to the right to protect our works and to ensure that they are used in
accordance with the relevant agreement.
Any use that does not conform to or comply with the above mentioned provisions shall be
referred to our legal department for necessary action.
Please read this paragraph carefully
Polo Music Tech is a division of Polomusic® Italy, an independent record label.
We reserve the right to process the works we own, in respect of any projects targeting the
record market and international distribution on the various sales platforms.
You will, of course, remain the exclusive owners of the rights transferred on purchase.
And nobody else apart from yourselves.
In this case, before proceeding with a production, “for obvious reasons” you will be
contacted beforehand and consulted, with respect to your outcome in the distribution of
the work, suited to a record context.
The latter “new production” cannot therefore infringe or exploit the image created
originally by its use/purchase.
N.B. it is understood that the case featured herein is rare and of very difficult occurrence.
Any disputes arising between the parties shall be exclusively referred to and settled by the Court of Rome.

Signature/Seal
Licensor

Signature/Seal
Licensee

___________________________

This licensing agreement is mutually agreed to on
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